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Abstract
The objective was to evaluate the antitumor potential of the Chloroform (CHCl3) and Acetate (CH3COO)
fractions of Euphorbia umbellata latex in melanoma tumor cells (B16-F10) and comparative effect
normal fibroblast cells (FN1). The cytotoxicity of the fractions in B16-F10 and normal FN1 cells was
evaluated using the MTT colorimetric method, mitochondrial electrical potential (ΔΨm), analysis of
organization of cytoskeleton by confocal microscopy and cell cycle phases by flow cytometry. The
Acetate fraction obtained greater selectivity for B16-F10 tumor cells, reduced ΔΨm and modified cell
morphology, observed by actin filaments. Our results suggest that Acetate and Chloroform can inhibit the
proliferation of tumor cells of melanoma B16-F10, promoting apoptosis and inducing a control of
proliferation. The Acetate fraction modulating apoptotic pathways and disrupting of organization
cytoskeleton.
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1. Introduction
Melanoma is the most aggressive skin cancer. The tumor microenvironment modulates several
mechanisms that promote intrinsic growth, with an overall mortality rate of approximately
20%, is responsible for 80% of skin cancer-related deaths worldwide, with a median overall
survival of six months [1, 2]. In Brazil, according to the Cancer National Institute (INCA),
despite corresponding to 3% of the 30% of all malignant skin tumors registered in the country,
melanoma is considered the most aggressive type of skin cancer due to its high metastatic
potential [3].
Although considered chemoresistant, traditional chemotherapy has long been the only option
available [4]. Dacabarzine, despite being well tolerated, has a response of only 20%, whereas
combined chemotherapy produces better responses, but does not prolong survival and is
normally associated with greater toxicity, whereas immunotherapy with high doses of IL-2
produces responses more lasting therapies in only a small percentage of patients [5].
In the past few years, two distinct classes of therapies have completely changed strategies in
the treatment of melanoma. One of these classes corresponds to the target therapies,
represented by the BRAF-V600 mutation inhibitor, or the proteins involved in the MAPKs
signaling pathway (MEK-ERK), which are treatment options for about 40-50% of the types of
melanoma [6]. However, despite advances in recent decades, patients treated with BRAF
inhibitors show disease progression during the first 1 to 2 years of therapy [6]. Also, the
duration of the response is relatively short or the response to treatment is low [7].
Resistance to currently available therapies searches for new adjuvant drugs even more
attractive [8]. In this perspective, natural bioactive, derived from leaves, roots, barks, or stems
of plants, which are used in traditional medicine to treat various diseases, may become
therapeutic alternatives or adjuvant the treatment of numerous types of cancer [9].
Recent studies describe the properties of plant extracts from species of the Euphorbiaceae
family that are popularly used to treat different types of cancer, ulcers, and other diseases. The
cytotoxic activity of Cnidoscuolus quercifolius against tumor cells of the prostate (PC3 AND
PC3-M) and breast (MCF-7) showed relevant cytotoxic activity, with a high content of
flavonoids is one of the extracted fractions [10]. In the same way that Euphorbia bicolor extract
and, phytochemicals significantly reduced the growth of breast cancer cells MCF-7 and T47D
luminal A ER+ PR+ HER2-, Claudin-low MDA-MB231 ER- PR- HER2- claudin-3 claudinin4,7 low and MDA-MB 468 basal ER- PR- HER2- [11].
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Within this family, the plant Euphorbia umbellata (Pax)
Bruyns, Euphorbiaceae [12] popularly known in Brazil as
"cola-nota" or "janaúba" has demonstrated cytotoxic effects
from its latex. Fractions such as hexane (Hex), chloroform
(CHCl3), ethyl acetate and methanol (MeOH) extracted from
their latex, were isolated for pharmacological evaluation and
demonstrated antitumor potential in several types of cancer,
such as tumor cells of ileocecal colorectal adenocarcinoma
(HCT- 8), human cervical tumor (HeLa), Jurkat cells
(Leukemia), hepatocarcinoma cells (Hepa) and triple-negative
human breast cancer (MDA MB-231) [12-15].
In B16-F10 melanoma cells, studies with the hexane and
fraction and ether, methanol, and dichloromethane
subfractions extracted from Euphorbia umbellata latex have
the high cytotoxic potential for these cells [16-15]. In this
context, with the possibility that other active compounds
present in its latex may have antitumor properties; the
objective of the work was to evaluate the antitumor potential
of the chloroform (CHCl3) and acetate (CH3COO-) fractions.
2. Methodology
2.1. Cell culture
The cells of the melanoma B16-F10 (ATCC ® CRL-6475 ™ )
and normal human fibroblast (FN1) strains were cultured in
RPMI-1640, pH 7.2 culture medium, supplemented with 10%
inactivated fetal bovine serum (SFB), 2mM L-glutamine and
1% antibiotics (10.000 IU/mL penicillin and 10 mg/mL
streptomycin). Culture flasks of 75 cm2 and kept in an
incubator for cell incubation including a humid atmosphere
with 5% CO2, at 37 °C. Upon reaching an approximate
confluence of 90%, the cells were cultured for cell
enlargement and freezing. Before carrying out the
experiments, the cells were counted in a Neubauer chamber,
using trypan blue dye (1%) and the viability was greater than
97%.
2.1.2. Evaluation of cytotoxicity by the MTT colorimetric
method
Cell viability was assessed by the MTT [3- (4,5dimethylthiazole-2-1) 2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide]
colorimetric reduction test. The cells were grown at a density
of 2x104, in 96-well plates, for 24h in an oven at 37ºC,
containing 5% CO2. During 24h the cells were treated with
different concentrations (10 µg - 150 µg) of the fractions in
the acetate and chloroform preparations. After the treatment
period, 10μL of MTT reagent (5 mg/mL) was added and
maintained for 3h. Subsequently, the supernatant was
removed and 100μL of DMSO was added to dissolve
formazan crystals. The absorbance quantification was
performed in an ELISA reader (ThermoPlate), at a
wavelength of 540nm, for the determination of the inhibitory
concentration (IC50%) and calculation of the line equation (r2).
2.1.3. Analysis of mitochondrial electrical potential (ΔΨm)
by laser confocal microscopy
The rhodamine-123 probe was used to analyze the
mitochondrial potential (ΔΨm) and analyzed by confocal
microscopy. B16-F10 and FN1 cells were plated at a
concentration of 1x105/well, under round coverslips in 24well plates. After 24h, the cells were treated with the IC50%
values of the CHCl3 and acetate fractions for a period of 12h.
During this treatment period, the cells were washed three
times with RPMI-1640 culture medium at 37 °C, incubated
with 5 µg/mL rhodamine, and placed in the oven for 10 min
in the dark. Excess rhodamine was removed by washing with

the culture medium. The slides were assembled with the aid
of forceps and the coverslips were transferred to glass slides,
fixed with ProLong® stored at -20 °C, in the dark, until the
time of reading in the laser confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss
LSM 700; Leica, Mannheim, Germany).
2.1.4. Analysis of cytoskeleton by laser confocal
microscopy
For structural analysis of the microfilaments, Alexa FluorTM
488 Phalloidin was used, observed by the laser confocal
microscopy technique. Tumor cells B16-F10 were plated at a
concentration of 1x105/well, under round coverslips in 24well plates. After 24h, the cells were treated with the IC50%
concentration of the Chloroform and Acetate fractions for a
period of 12h. Subsequently, they were washed twice with
PBS for two minutes at room temperature, fixed in a solution
containing 37% formaldehyde (3%), sucrose, and PBS for 10
min, again the cells were washed twice in PBS and
permeabilized. After permeabilization, the cells were washed
2 more times and blocked for 30 min at 3% BSA in PBS.
After washing, the cells were incubated with 5µg/mL
phalloidin for 30 min. Excess phalloidin was removed by
washing with PBS solution. The slides were assembled with
tweezers and transferred to glass slides, fixed and stored in
the dark, until the time of reading in the laser confocal
microscope.
2.1.5. Analysis of cell cycle phases by flow cytometry
The melanoma tumor cells (B16-F10) were plated in 6-well
plates, at 1x105 concentrations, and the following day, they
were treated with the concentration obtained from the IC50%
values for 12h. After this period, the tumor cells were counted
and the concentration adjusted to 1x106 cell/mL. Then, the
tumor cells were centrifuged for 10 min at 1200 rpm and the
pellet was resuspended in 1 mL of “Cold GM” (6.1 mM
glucose, 137mM NaCl; 4.4mM KCl; 14 NaMHPO4 1.5Mm;
KH2PO4 0.9mM; EDTA 0.5mM). Then, absolute ethanol was
slowly added, the fixed cells were slowly stirred for 30 min
and centrifuged with PBS containing 5mM EDTA (Sigma
Aldrich, USA) and resuspended in a solution containing PBS
(5mM EDTA ) 18 µg/mL of propidium iodide (PI) (Sigma
Aldrich, USA) and 0.3 mg/mL of RNase –A. The cells were
kept at room temperature for 1h in the dark. The reading was
performed by a cytometer (FASC Calibur BD, USA), in the
diffraction channel FL2-H.
2.1.6. Statistical analysis
The date values were expressed as mean ± deviation (SD).
The Kruskal-Wallis test (one-way non-parametric ANOVA)
and Dun's multiple comparisons were used to identify the
statistical differences between the measurements of the
groups studied. The graphics were obtained using the program
Prism Version 5.0.
3. Result and Discussion
The cytotoxic potential of the Acetate and Chloroform
fractions showed a significant reduction in cell density in
tumor B16-F10 cells from the concentrations 2.3µg/mL-1 and
13.7 µg/mL-1 (Figure 1A and 1B), promoting cytoplasmic
retraction and alteration in cell morphology. In addition, the
normal fibroblast FN1 cells treated with the fractions, also
showed morphological changes and cytoplasmic retraction
from the first concentrations, obtaining IC50% of 13 µg/mL-1
for Acetate and 12.2 µg/mL-1 for Chloroform (Figure 2A and
2B), at the highest concentrations there was cell unviability
for both cells, B16-F10 and FN1 (Figures 3 and 4).
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Fig 1: Determination of cytotoxicity by the MTT colorimetric method. The graph shows the correlation of the cytotoxic effect
expressed as mean ± SD of the viability of the B16-F10 melanoma tumor cell after 24h of treatment. (A) Acetate fraction (B)
Chloroform fraction. Graphs obtained by the Graph Pad Prism 5 software.

Fig 2: Determination of cytotoxicity by the MTT colorimetric method. The graph shows the correlation of the cytotoxic effect expressed as
mean ± SD of the viability of the normal fibroblast (FN1) cell after 24h of treatment. (A) Acetate fraction (B) Chloroform fraction. Graphs
obtained by the GraphPad Prism 5 Software.
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Fig 3.1: Photomicrograph of morphological analysis by an inverted
microscope. B16-F10 murine melanoma tumor cells after 24h of
treatment with Acetate fraction. (A) Control group; (B) 10 µg; (C)
20 µg; (D) 30 µg; (E) 40 µg; (F) 50 µg; (G) 100 µg; (H) 150 µg.

Fig 3.2: Photomicrograph of morphological analysis by an inverted
microscope. B16-F10 murine melanoma tumor cells after 24h of
treatment with Chloroform fraction. (A) Control group; (B) 10µg;
(C) 20µg; (D) 30µg; (E) 40µg; (F) 50µg; (G) 100µg; (H) 150µg.
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Fig 4.2: Photomicrograph of morphological analysis by inverted
microscope. FN1 normal fibroblast cells after 24h of treatment with
Chloroform fraction. (A)Control group; (B)10 µg; (C)20 µg; (D)30
µg; (E)40 µg; (F)50 µg; (G)100 µg; (H)150 µg.

Fig 4.1: Photomicrograph of morphological analysis by inverted
microscope. FN1 normal fibroblast cells after 24h of treatment with
Acetate fraction. (A)Control group; (B)10 µg; (C)20 µg; (D)30 µg;
(E) 40 µg; (F)50 µg; (G)100 µg; (H)150 µg.
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Similarly to the results obtained, Cabral (2018), showed the
cytotoxic effect of the Methanol (MeOH) subfraction from the
Hexane (Hex) fraction, extracted from the plant's latex in
Hepa1c1c7 hepatocarcinoma cells where the subfraction
presented a potential for in vitro treatment of tumor cells,
without presenting cytotoxicity for normal fibroblast FN1
cells.
The results obtained through the rhodamine-123 assay
demonstrated greater cytotoxicity of the acetate and
chloroform fractions for the B16-F10 tumor cells treated at
the concentration of the IC50% values (Figure 5B and 5C),
when compared to the control group and the treatment for
normal FN1 cells (Figure 6), the B16-F10 tumor cells had a
significant reduction in ΔΨm, mainly in the treatment with the
Acetate fraction.

A

B
A

Fig 6: Photomicrograph of morphological analysis and
mitochondrial electrical potential by confocal microscopy. Normal
human fibroblast cells FN1 treated with the acetate and chloroform
fractions within 24 hours. (a) control (b) acetate 2.3 µg (c)
chloroform 13.7 µg. Photomicrographs without fluorescence to
evidence cell morphology and the changes that have occurred.

C
B

Fig 5: Photomicrograph of morphological analysis and
mitochondrial electrical potential by confocal microscopy. B16F10
melanoma tumor cells treated with the acetate and chloroform
fractions within 24 hours. (A) Control group; (B) Acetate 2.3 µg; (C)
Chloroform 13.7 µg. Photomicrographs without fluorescence to
evidence cell morphology and the changes that have occurred.

Previous studies have reported the ability of latex from plants
of the Euphorbiaceae family to modulate ΔΨm. Euphorbia
antiquorum latex was able to promote the loss of ΔΨm in
Hela cells, increase ROS levels and also induce an increase in
proteins such as p38 and caspases 8,9 and 3 [17]. that
investigated the cytotoxic interference of E. umbellata also
demonstrated that its extracts were able to decrease the
viability of Ehrlich's ascitic tumor cells, with an increase
dependent on the time of ROS generation and intracellular
Ca2+ levels [18]. Increased ROS generation has been associated
with changes in the integrity of the mitochondrial membrane
and Δψm, the intracellular super generation of ROS is an
initial sign of apoptotic processes and a critical determinant of
toxicity associated with chemotherapy [19-20].
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Chemotherapeutics such as adriamycin and bleomycin, induce
apoptosis in tumor cells, increasing the generation of ROS in
parallel with the Δψm alteration, in addition, under conditions
of oxidative stress, the decrease in mitochondrial function
could contribute to apoptosis through the opening of the pore
transition of mitochondrial permeability, resulting in
mitochondrial release of Ca2 + [21].
Also, it was possible to observe that the actin filaments
(Figure 7) underwent significant changes, also showing the
formation of stress fibers in the B16-F10 tumor cells treated

with Chloroform (Figure 7C), indicating a cellular
dysfunction. Actin is a protein component of the cytoskeleton
of eukaryotes and plays important roles in cell dynamics, such
as maintaining morphology, mitosis, regulating signaling for
survival, and increasing cellular sensitivity to the induction of
apoptosis when this protein is aggregated due to its
depolymerization [22]. A correlation is likely between the
cytotoxic action of the Acetate and Chloroform fractions and
their action on the actin filaments, as well as modulation of
apoptosis in B16-F10 tumor cells.

Fig 7: Photomicrograph of the analysis of the phalloidin-labeled cytoskeleton by confocal microscopy. B16-F10 melanoma tumor cells treated
within 24 hours. (A)Control group; (B) Acetate 2.3µg;(C) Chloroform 13.7µg.

The results obtained showed that the Acetate fraction (Figure
8B) promotes an increase in the cell population with
fragmented DNA when compared to the control group (Figure
8A) and the Chloroform fraction (Figure 8B). Yang et al.
(2016), observed a similar result with the crude extract of
Euphorbia formosana in prostate cancer cells (DU145) that
showed time-dependent DNA fragmentation and damage [23].
Another study carried out with E. umbellata on
hepatocarcinoma cells (Hepa1c1c7) and triple negative breast
cancer (MDA-MB 231) also showed that the Acetate fraction
and the Chloroform fraction significantly increased the cell
population with fragmented DNA, when compared to the
control for all tumor cells under test [15].

In addition, we observed a decrease in the population of B16F10 tumor cells that were treated, stopped in the G2/M phase
of the cell cycle (Figure 8D), with the Acetate fraction
showing 13.81 ± 2.3% and the Chloroform fraction showing
only 4.82 ± 3.7%, compared to the control group 25.90 ±
2.9%, a consequence of a significant halt of the cell
population in the S phase of the cell cycle in the treatments of
the Acetate fraction (42.81 ± 1.4%) and Chloroform fraction
(57.43 ± 2.2%) probably due to checkpoints between the S
and G2/M. This control point is put into operation as a safety
mechanism to ensure that changes in the molecular structure
of DNA that would cause harmful changes, do not proceed
before being repaired, contributing to the maintenance of
genomic stability and transmission of mutations to daughter
cells [15].
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Fig 8: Determination of population tumor cells in the cell cycle phases. B16-F10 tumor cells treated with IC50% values 24h (A) Control group;
(B) Acetate 2.3µg; (C) Chloroform 13.7µg ; (D) Comparative graph of the phases of the cell cycle according to the treatments: Control group,
Acetate fraction and Chloroform fraction. Statistical significance level n/s: not significant * p<0.05, ** p<0.01 and *** p<0.001.

4. Conclusion
Our results demonstrate that Acetate e Chloroform fractions
present cytotoxicity to the B16-F10 melanoma tumor cell,
inhibiting proliferation and causing cell death increasing the
number of cells in the G2/M phases of the cell cycle,
promoting depolarization and reorganization of the
cytoskeleton, as well as potential modulation mitochondrial
electrical. The normal fibroblast FN1 cell was more sensitive
to treatment with the Chloroform fraction, with no selectivity.
In this context, our results suggest that acetate and chloroform
can inhibit the proliferation of B16-F10 melanoma tumor
cells, promoting apoptosis and control to melanoma tumor
cell proliferation. The acetate fraction is promising for
melanoma probably by modulating apoptotic pathways and
disrupt the cytoskeleton organization.
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